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ver since the original playboy
Casanova seduced a virgin by sliding
an oyster from his lips to hers, oysters
have been touted as the ultimate
aphrodisiac. But considering the last
time I tried to sexily slip an oyster
down my throat I spat it back out
into my waitresses’ hands, I’ve concluded
that oysters really fail to get my juices going.
Similar to the notorious heartthrob who
traversed the globe chasing skirts, I have
scoured the globe chasing starters, mains and
desserts. Where Casanova broke hearts, I’ve
broken top buttons of jeans in a quest to find
the most romantic dining destinations in the
world…and I think I’ve finally found it.
The blinding whitewashed walls and bluetipped domes of Santorini are synonymous
with happy honeymooners and canoodling
couples but with fame brings crowds and
there’s nothing romantic about taking a
midnight, bare-bum dip in your infinity pool
only to be blinded by a selfie stick wielding
tourist. Behind the endless Caldera ocean
views and sunken jacuzzies are crowds upon
crowds of people – over 18,000 cruise liner
passengers descend on Oia (Santorini’s
posterchild) every single day. I don’t know
about you but alone time with my boo
consists of bidding adios to everyone else.
Privacy is something that the boutique
hotel Carpe Diem take very seriously. Set
away from the circus of Oia and the floods
of people in Fira, it offers couples the chance
to squirrel away and hunker down in some
of the largest suites in Santorini. Ours (the
Vita Suite) could have fit several times in our
London flat – the bath tub alone (which took
a whole hour to fill) was easily the size of a
single bed and the walk-in wardrobe could
happily accommodate several corner suite
sofas (or twenty Chanel handbags). Jostling
for space in the bathroom mirror (cause for
99.9% of arguments in our house as I huff
and puff over bad hair days) was eradicated
as the rock-hewn bathrooms would happily
fit all of Casanova and his lovers. Outside,
our stark white terrace with twinkling plunge
pool overlooking the island beckoned us to
frolic morning, noon and night. Especially
since our suite’s personal champagne bar was
always within arm’s reach.
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After trying out the bed (bouncy) the pool (refreshing)
and the bubbles (both bath and from the bottle) we were
invited to dine at the hotel’s restaurant GAIA, which is
exclusively open to hotel guests. We were guided to our
intimate table by a trail of sparkling lanterns backed by
a kaleidoscopic sunset. Hues of candy-floss pink, fiery
orange and lavender purple fused together as the sun
dipped behind the cavernous mountains. Right on queue
two flutes of Santorini’s best sparkling wine appeared in
our hands just as the last golden ray disappeared. Only a
handful of tables litter the candle-lit terrace meaning the
only distraction for your date is the feast that follows…
Whether we’re dining at McDonalds or in Mayfair, we
tend to approach every menu as if the plates were tapassized and the phrase “we’ll just try some of that too” is far
often met with raised eyebrows after one of everything
has been duly noted down by our waiter. GAIA’s fine
dining menu allowed us the opportunity to order several
dishes without feeling overwhelmed, as the menu has
been expertly crafted by one of Santorini’s most soughtafter chefs. With Vassilis Zacharakis at the helm the
menu toys with Santorini’s traditional produce while
simultaneously providing an updated edge. Finding some
restraint (very rare for us) we ordered the fava bean soup
with prosciutto, the tuna tartare and the calamari to start.
I quickly dived into my (rather large) portion of
calamari, which was just the right amount of chewy and
the chunks of chorizo added a welcomed smoky edge,
offsetting the salt from the squid. Buried beneath was
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the quinoa drizzled in lemon juice. Without realising it, I
quickly hoovered up all of the chorizo before my partner
had taken a bite. He wasn’t fussed. He knew he was
about to have the last laugh as he took the first mouthful
of his fava bean puree. As soon as his eyes rolled back
into his head I realised I’d have to arm wrestle him for a
mouthful. A Greek staple, the simple fava bean had been
transformed into a complex mix of decadent flavours.
The purée from the beans was velvety, the truffle from
Halkidiki sharp and the prosciutto pulled it all together.
Each ingredient individually shone through ensuring
that with every mouthful another layer was revealed.
Still on a high from the fava beans (if I had a pound
for every time my partner mentioned these fava beans on
the rest of the trip, I could finance a wedding to top Kim
and Kanye’s) we worried that the mains would fall short
of the starters. There was no cause for concern. The slices
of beef fillet were so tender they melted on the mouth
and the sea kritharoto forced me to stop talking (another
rarity) in a bid to savour every mouthful. The dishes
weren’t pioneering examples of molecular cuisine nor did
things change colour or explode, but they were crafted
with such care that each dish was met with a standing
ovation. Our only regret is that we opted to indulge
at GAIA on our first night and for the rest of the trip,
nothing topped it. Who needs oysters when the Greeks
have fava beans? n
n With thanks to Carpe Diem, Santorini
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